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1 Introduction

Under the European Union (EU) 8th Directive, accounting firms in the EU are required to produce
reports from 2008, disclosing key data about their governance, performance, professional and ethical
standards by which they can be judged.
Under article 40m of the Law for Independent Financial Audit the registered accountants in Bulgaria
are required to produce transparency reports if they perform audit engagements for public interest
entities.
Grant Thornton OOD, Bulgaria is honored to present its Transparency Report for 2008, which
provides us with a good opportunity to communicate with our clients, personnel and other
stakeholders about:
 the wide range of services and capabilities we offer;
 the way we have structured our organization;
 the values we adhere to.
The transparency report discloses information about our financial performance as well as the risk
management and quality control systems that we have developed. It describes the governance structure
we have in place as well as professional training and incentives we offer to our people.
In rendering our services we offer a personal approach aimed to deliver an added value to our clients
with respecting the necessity for an independent state of the mind.
Our firm has a strong commitment to transparency. This report demonstrates our willingness to
provide information on issues that are important to our clients and to the public.
We believe our commitment to transparency helps to demonstrate to clients, regulators and the wider
public that we are an organization in which they can continue to have trust and confidence.

Mariy Apostolov
Registered auditor
Managing Partner
Sofia, 31 March 2009
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2 Legal Structure and Ownership
History
The company was established on 1 June 1995 in Sofia, Bulgaria as a limited liability company by two
shareholders: Robert Krause and a German audit firm. The main business activities at that time were
accounting services and tax advisory services. In 1997 the audit firm welcomed three new partners:
Michael Wilhelm, Stefan Prechtl and Mariy Apostolov. In 1998 Mrs. Mariana Mihaylova joined the
company as a partner. Since 1999 the name of the company has changed to Grant Thornton Ltd. and it
has been registered under this name within the Bulgarian Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(BICPA) as a specialized audit company. In 2002 Mariy Apostolov became the managing partner of the
company.
Grant Thornton OOD is a specialized audit company according to the Law for Independent Financial
Audit and is registered under number 032 in the special register of the Bulgarian Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.
Grant Thornton OOD is a member firm of Grant Thornton International.
Currently the Company is among the five biggest audit companies in Bulgaria and an equal competitor
to the Big Four.
The Company performs its activities from two offices in Sofia and one office in Varna. In total we have
personnel of 65 professionals, who incessantly improve their qualification by internal and external
trainings, as well as by a great variety of assignments with different level of complexity.
Our senior auditors have more than 10 years of professional experience as registered auditors.
Ownership Structure
The company is a limited liability company. It is represented by a managing partner and a procurator.
The shareholders of the Company are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mariy Apostolov – registered auditor in Bulgaria;
Mariana Mihaylova – registered auditor in Bulgaria;
Michael Wilhelm – registered auditor in Germany;
Stefan Prechtl – registered auditor in Germany.
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Organization Chart
The organization chart of the company presents the general principles of management and
organization.

Partners’ Meeting

Board of Directors

Risk Management Committee

Quality Control Committee

ADMINISTRATION

SERVICE LINE

HR Department
Marketing Department
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3 Relations with Grant Thornton International Network
Grant Thornton International Ltd («Grant Thornton International») is a not-for-profit, nonpracticing
international umbrella membership entity organized as a private company limited by guarantee. Grant
Thornton International is one of the world’s leading organizations of independently owned and
managed accounting and consulting firms. Services are delivered independently by the member and
correspondent firms within Grant Thornton International. These firms provide assurance, tax and
specialist advisory services to privately held businesses, public interest entities and public sector entities.
The purpose of Grant Thornton International is to facilitate the provision of a high quality
international capability for the member firms so that, in their principal markets, they can satisfy the
needs of their current and potential clients. The supervision of Grant Thornton International ensures
the common identity and high level of services provided by the network. There are further ensured
constant contacts among the member firms as well as exchange of opinions and professional
experience pertaining to the global market developments in every possible way, such as through special
publications, congresses, seminars, central corporate site (intranet) as well as through personal e-mails.
Making use of the latest technological achievements in issues of communication and exchange of
information, the network member firms are in the position to directly ensure the high level of services
they provide to their clients, without boarders and barriers.
Grant Thornton International has no partners or employees; each of its personnel is seconded from a
member firm. The costs associated with the secondment are reimbursed by Grant Thornton
International to the member firm.
Grant Thornton Bulgaria
Grant Thornton Bulgaria has been a member firm of Grant Thornton International (GTI) since 1999
and has all the rights and obligations arising from this relationship.
Member firms
Member firms within Grant Thornton International are legally, financially and administratively
independent firms. Each member firm has its own assets and is commonly organized under the laws of
the country where it practices. It is solely responsible for its obligations and any disciplinary measures
taken against its individual partners and its personnel. In addition, each member firm is responsible for
its own partner nominations, admissions, remuneration, advancement, and monitoring.
Firms operate in 113 countries in 521 offices worldwide. They share a commitment to providing the
same high quality service to their clients wherever they do business. Experienced professionals combine
invaluable local market knowledge with technically advanced systems to help businesses prosper in
today's highly competitive international markets.
For a detailed list of GTI member firms refer to www.gti.org.
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Responsibilities of member firms
Member firms must agree to periodic quality assurance and other practice reviews by Grant Thornton
International. Member firms’ staff is forbidden to hold direct or material indirect interests that would
be in violation of the independence policies of the profession and Grant Thornton International.
Member firms are expected to adhere to and show commitment to Grant Thornton International
policies, procedures and methodologies. This involves:
 adopting Grant Thornton International methodologies, software and risk management
requirements for assignments as appropriate;
 adopting Grant Thornton International quality assurance and ethical policies including those
related to independence;
 adopting the Grant Thornton brand name in accordance with the procedures set forth in the
name use agreement; and
 implementing branding commitments developed by Grant Thornton International.

© 2009 GRANT THORNTON OOD, All rights reserved.
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4 Independence, Integrity & Objectivity
The company’s policies and procedures have been designed in order to ensure the independence,
integrity and objectivity of the company and its members.
All the members of the company staff are under obligation to examine, every time they undertake the
conduct of an audit, whether their independence is threatened in any possible way. In particular, the
members of the staff shall examine whether their relations (financial, professional, personal) with a
client or an entity associated to a client might lead an informed, objective and prudent third party to
arrive at the conclusion that the independence and objectivity of our company or any of its members is
threatened. In such a case, they are under obligation to withdraw from conduct the audit.
Furthermore, a registered auditor of our company may offer his/her services to a particular client for a
period that cannot exceed five years for public interest companies and ten years for all other companies
and shall abstain from undertaking any services for that client prior to the expiry of the following two
years.
Finally, a registered auditor cannot hold any position in the management of the entity under audit prior
to the expiry of two years following the date he/she stopped exercising duties in such a capacity.
The company policies designed to ensure independence, integrity and objectivity are as follows:
Risk Management
Objective
The objective of Risk Management in our company is minimizing professional and business risks
arising from the services we offer to our clients.
Basic Principles and Bodies for performing Risk Management
According to the requirements of Grant Thornton International and in view of complying with the
quality assurance and ethical policy, the Risk Management Committee has been established with the
following responsibilities:
a) to prepare and update on a regular basis the EQCM (Ethical Quality Control Manual) and to disclose
it to the members of the company. EQCM is a manual which sets out the policies and procedures
governing company’s operations;
b) to set a policy for undertaking or rejecting clients;
c) to estimate the risk of undertaking and retaining clients;
d) to communicate with Grant Thornton International on risk management issues;
e) to monitor and implement the principles, regulations and procedures prescribed by Grant Thornton
International for KAA (Key Assurance Assignments). KAA involve company’s significant assignments
that shall meet specific criteria;
g) to prepare in accordance with the standards adopted by Grant Thornton International the Specialist
Advisory Services Manual setting out the principles, regulations and procedures concerning Specialist
Advisory Services.
The members of the Risk Management Committee are appointed by the Partners’ meeting. It is
mandatory that the members are partners, senior managers and managers.

© 2009 GRANT THORNTON OOD, All rights reserved.
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When exercising its duties, the Risk Management Committee is independent and is not hierarchically
subject to any other department of the company. It is under the supervision of the Quality Control
Committee.
In case the committee considers that during a particular assignment the risk management policies of the
company are not implemented as prescribed by EQCM, it proposes to the Board of Directors that the
assignment be rejected and recommends measures to avoid similar incidents.
The final decision for taking the measures required is made by the Board of Directors by an increased
majority of votes. Should the Board of Directors consider it necessary, it may implement Risk
Management procedures by a decision of an increased majority of votes.
Global Independence System (GIS)
The Global Independence System (GIS) is Grant Thornton International’s automated solution (secure
website) for assisting member firms and their professionals in the identification and management of
potential independence threats arising from financial interests. Financial interests are defined as any
income or payment arising from stock, stock options, warrants, loans or any other investment or
ownership interest in a company, including rights and obligations pertaining to an acquisition of
securities and derivatives directly associated to that company. All the executives of Grant Thornton
International member firms are required to maintain a portfolio of their financial interests and update it
on monthly basis.
The manager of GIS, appointed by the Risk Management Committee also updates – on monthly basis
– the Global Restricted List (GRL), on which GIS is based, making entries of listed companies (and
their subsidiaries), that constitute the “audit clients” of our company. In this way, these companies are
presented as “RESTRICTED” throughout all Grant Thornton network.
This procedure ensures that no member of Grant Thornton network can hold shares of any company
marked as restricted by another member firm.
The aforementioned systems and procedures are followed within the frame of the general plan of
Global Independence & Risk Management of Grant Thornton International and are aimed at providing
further assurance that member firms comply with all applicable independence requirements.
Non-audit Services by Grant Thornton International Member Firm
Every member firm of Grant Thornton International (GTI), prior to the provision of any kind of nonaudit service to a client, is under obligation to ascertain whether another GTI member firm conducts an
audit for that client or any other entity related to that client (parent or subsidiary). In such a case, it
contacts the GTI member firm conducting this audit in order to observe the compliance with the
independence requirements and ensure that the specific non-audit services do not threaten the
independence of the member firm conducting the audit. Should it be considered necessary, the
international partner of GTI in charge of compliance with International Standards on Auditing and
Code of Ethics participates in this evaluation procedure.

© 2009 GRANT THORNTON OOD, All rights reserved.
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Employment with Clients
All the members of the staff are under obligation to directly inform the HR Department about
employment offers made to them by a client. In case the independence regulations are threatened, an
employee is excluded from performing any kind of work for the client till the employment offer is
declined or withdrawn.
In addition, GT signs with its clients an engagement letter in which each party agrees not to hire the
other party’s personnel participating in the performance of the respective engagement without the
express written consent of the other party until one year has elapsed after the end of the engagement.
Conflict of Interest
Conflict of interest is defined as the situation, in which our company’s objectivity may be threatened. In
particular, conflict of interest may arise when during the provision of services to a client our company
at the same time has a financial, professional or other relation of any kind with another person, entity,
product or service that in our company’s view, may lead a client or a third party to arrive at the
conclusion that our objectivity is threatened. Potential conflicts of interest pertaining to an assignment
undertaken in Bulgaria as well as at the global level are monitored by the Risk Management Committee.
The aforementioned procedure is standardized and followed by all the member firms of Grant
Thornton International network.

© 2009 GRANT THORNTON OOD, All rights reserved.
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It is depicted in the following diagram:
Prepare a list of entities
(and/or individuals, directors
and corporate officers as
appropriate), together with
city and country. Entities
should include related
entities and sales offices

No
Is this an Audit
Independence Check?

Yes

Do any group
entities appear on
the Global
Restricted List?

Yes

Discuss proposed
engagement with
responsible
partner identified
on the GRL on
GTInet.org.

No

Complete an international
relationship check request
form (exhibit A) and send to
Independence@GTInet.org for
distribution.

No
Conflicted from
proceeding?

Yes

Is this an
independence
check for a listed
company?
No

Request responses only
from firms with relationships
identified.

Requesting team to follow up
on all relationships reported
and document disposition.
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Client Confidentiality
The relations with the clients are confidential and all the necessary measures are taken in order to avoid
breach of confidentiality. During the conduct of an engagement, the audit team might become aware of
confidential information about the client, such as future business plans, current operations results,
procedures pertaining to pay rolling or personnel issues, etc. Particular attention is paid to keeping the
required confidentiality.
Acceptance and Continuance of Clients and Engagements
Client Acceptance
Client Acceptance policy is aimed at ensuring not only our company’s independence but also the high
quality of its audits. In this perspective Client Acceptance policy constitutes also a major parameter of
the general quality control system applied in our company.
Acceptance of a new client requires the prior ad hoc evaluation of the managerial integrity of that client
as well as of our company’s independence and ability to provide suitable and qualitative services taking
into account our experience in the field, the nature of the assignment and availability of our staff.
The Risk Management Committee is responsible for client acceptance. The partner-in-charge also
participates in this process of client acceptance.
The procedure being followed aims at the proper valuation of crucial issues on case basis and the timely
avoidance of undertaking services with high risk. In the process of this procedure issues of conflicts of
interests (which may arise due to a possible cooperation of the client or an entity related to the client
with another member firm of Grant Thornton International) are also examined.
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The diagram depicts the client acceptance procedure:
Partner
(locating a potential new client)

Collaboration with HR Department in order to
appoint senior manager/manager
Senior Manager/ Manager
Client Acceptance
KAA policy docs
Draft of engagement letter
Risk Management Committee
HR Department

Approval of Risk Management Committee

Dispatching the engagement letter to the client

Acceptance of the Client – signing the agreement

Copies of the engagement to the
Engagement files
Clients list for 20XX year

Formation of engagement team
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Engagement Letters
Undertaking any kind of assignment requires prior written acceptance by the client.
Grant Thornton uses “engagement letters” to obtain client’s acceptance. The engagement letters
describe the scope of the assignment our company is to undertake and contain a written statement of
the client’s representatives, certifying that they accept all the terms and conditions.
Annual Client Continuance
At the conclusion of each engagement, the engagement partner is required to assess whether the
company should continue to serve the respective client. This estimation involves assessment of the
risks associated with the specific engagement before its acceptance and changes during the engagement
if conditions indicating risks occur.
This assessment is considered during next year’s client re-acceptance procedure and the conclusions are
documented in client re-acceptance form and further assessed throughout the Engagement Profile
Factor (EPF) computer system, where the risks are recorded according to the degree of risk. Because
client and engagement risk profiles change over time, the EPF is assessed at least once a year for every
reporting engagement.
While performing this estimation, the partner-in-charge examines factors such as:
 Potential capital increase activities conducted within a period of eighteen months, such as
significant borrowing or debt refinancing through a new creditor, public trading of shares or
private placement of shares
 Significant domestic business sectors non-controlled by our company
 Significant foreign operations non-controlled by a GTI member firm or a correspondent firm
 Regulatory supervision by one or more state authorities and the size of such a supervision
 Prior economic failures or cases of depression of financial position of the client or the sector.
The diagram below depicts the operation of EPF factor:
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Engagement Performance
Assignment of individuals to engagement teams
Assignment of members of every engagement team requires prior assessment and estimation of the
professional skills and experience both of the team and of its individual members. The assessment is
made by the partner-in-charge in collaboration with the person in charge of the personnel appointment
body. The assessment takes into account factors, such as the size and the complexity of the particular
audit, professional skills required, availability of the members and the partner-in-charge, audit conduct
deadlines, etc.
Supervision
Supervision is vital to engagement planning and essential to the satisfactory accomplishment of all
assignments. Supervision involves directing and reviewing the work of subordinates by the person
responsible. Those in supervisory roles review the work of the members of the engagement team and
provide guidance, where necessary. In all events the proper application of the professional standards,
the regulatory requirements and company’s policies and procedures is reviewed in order to ensure full
compliance therewith. The review of each audit is conducted as soon as possible after its completion in
order to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of the review process. Necessary adjustments in
procedures can then be evaluated in time to make the appropriate changes in the audit program.
Monitoring the Procedures
Concurring Reviews
A concurring review is a simultaneous review of audit procedures conducted by a second auditor
partner. It is conducted in cases of audits of listed companies and in cases where it is deemed necessary
following an assessment through the EPF Factor of the risks involved.
There are two stages of conducting concurring reviews: during the stage of planning and during the
stage of concluding. Should it be regarded necessary, concurring reviews can also be conducted at the
stage of field work.
A concurring review indicatively involves the following activities:
 Discussion with the engagement partner
 Review of the financial statements or other financial information and of the auditing reports
 Review of working papers which are related to particular estimations of the audit team and
constitute the essence of the audit conclusion.
The degree of a concurring review depends on the complexity of the engagement; the risks involved in
issuing the report at issue and generally on the conditions under which the audit is conducted.
In particular, the concurring reviews pertaining to the audit of listed companies involve also the review:
 of the assessment of the audit team with regard to its independence towards the particular
engagement
 of the assessment of the material risks arising from the specific engagement and the way they
were managed
 of the estimations of the audit team members concerning the issues of materiality and risk
recognition
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of the necessary consultation (receiving specific guidance from the person-in-charge of special
issues) and procedures pertaining to Resolving Differences of Opinion
of the methods whereby errors, which occurred during an audit, were identified and rectified as
well as the way the client reacted
of the communication with the ISA and IFRS Committees concerning audit matters
sound and sufficient documentation of working papers of the final auditing report

A concurring review is substantiated in writing and kept in the respective audit file. Written
documentation comprises the following:
 the procedures followed for the concurring review
 confirmation that the review was conducted prior to issue of the auditing report
 confirmation that no issue that came to the attention of the reviewer and which could raise
doubts with regard to the final conclusion of the audit team remained unsettled at the time of
issue of the auditing report.
Rotation of Engagement Partners
Independence regulations prescribe that the engagement partner and the concurring partner rotate
following a period of five years for public interest companies and ten years for all other companies,
with regard to services offered to a particular client. Our company follows the so called policy of
rotation of engagement and concurring partners. The Quality Control Committee is responsible for
engagements partners’ rotation. The partner in charge of any engagement is under obligation to inform
the Quality Control Committee about the duration of the period in which he/she and the concurring
partner have worked for a particular client.
Resolving Differences of Opinion
Differences of opinion among members of the engagement team with regard to accounting principles,
auditing and reporting and independence are normally settled timely within the team and appropriately
documented.
On rare occasions, in which such matters are not resolved among the members of an engagement team,
the Risk Management Committee undertakes the role of solving the differences of opinion. If
differences still remain after the involvement of the Risk Management Committee, then the issue is
settled by the Board of directors.

© 2009 GRANT THORNTON OOD, All rights reserved.
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The procedure of settling differences of opinions either among the members of audit teams or between
the partners and the concurring reviewers is depicted in the following diagram:

Members of the engagement
team
Engagement partner

Agreement

Difference of opinion

Risk Management
Committee

Agreement

Difference of opinion

Board of directors

Confidentiality & Data Protection
Information and documents to which the company executives have access when performing the audit
they have undertaken, are protected in compliance with the laws concerning professional data
protection and with the requirements of standards on audit.
The company has paid due attention to the issue. Internal regulations provide that:
- information shall be collected with the consent of the subjects involved, while files are kept by separate divisions in
accordance with the law regarding the protection of personal data and the requirements of the Supervising Authority for
Protection of Data.
Internal Quality Control Review
As part of the quality control review performed annually the Company has its policies and procedures
related to independence reviewed in order to ensure that independence requirements have been
complied with.
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5 Quality Control
Quality Control Policies of Grant Thornton Bulgaria
The primary objective of Grant Thornton Bulgaria is the provision of constantly high quality services.
In view of this, our company applies a quality control program based on the standards and
requirements of the “Internal Quality Control Review Program – IQCR” that all Grant Thornton
International member firms are obliged to follow.
Quality Control Committee
The Quality Control Committee is responsible for organizing and reviewing the implementation of the
quality control program in our company. The Quality Control Committee consists of supreme
executives of the company that possess expertise in quality control conduct through participation in
seminars and working groups of Grant Thornton International, which conduct quality controls in other
member firms of Grant Thornton International.
In particular, the Quality Control Committee is responsible for ensuring the degree of compliance of
the conducted audits with the requirements of the International Standard on Quality Control 1- ISQC 1
and full implementation of ICQR.
In compliance with IQCR, our company, just as every member firm of Grant Thornton International,
is under obligation to adopt policies and procedures that provide reasonable assurance concerning the
following:
 development of an internal system of Leadership Responsibilities for Quality within the Firm.
 its compliance as well as of its executives with IFAC Ethical Requirements
 acceptance and Continuance of Client Relationships and Specific Audit Engagements policies
and procedures
 conduct of engagements in compliance with the requirements of engagement performance
policies and procedures.
 development of an effective system of monitoring the engagements performed.
 constant monitoring and ensuring that quality control policies and procedures are always
relevant, modern, sufficient, efficient and in compliance with the current practices. The
procedures should also include a constant evaluation of the company’s quality control systems
as well as periodical examination of conducted audits on sample basis
 documentation providing sufficient assurance concerning all the items of quality control system
of the company.
The Quality Control Committee submits on an annual basis a report to the General Manager of the
company, to the Head of Assurance Services and to the authorized committee of Grant Thornton
International. The basic conclusions of this report are disclosed to all the members of the company
staff. Furthermore, in collaboration with the HR Department the Quality Control Committee approves
a special training program aimed at improving any problems that may have been noticed.
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Quality Control Review
During the period of July - September 2008 the Quality Control Committee conducted a quality control
review with regard to the accounting period of 1 January – 31 December 2007.
The basic conclusion of the Quality Control Committee was that «the firm has implemented
policies and procedures for the conduct of its audits, which are adequate to provide reasonable
assurance of conforming with professional standards and Grant Thornton International
policies and procedures. The findings and comments noted below do not negate our overall
opinion. » The managing partner has received this reports and corrective actions are implemented.
Grant Thornton International Audit Review
Every member firm is subject to Audit Review at regular intervals – following a selection – conducted by
specialized executives of Grant Thornton International. From 30 July to 3 August 2007, the GTAR
(Grant Thornton Audit Review) was conducted in our company and the control team reported its
opinion on the general image of our company: «In our opinion, Grant Thornton Bulgaria has
implemented policies and procedures for the conduct of its audits, which are adequate to
provide reasonable assurance that Grant Thornton Bulgaria was in compliance with
professional standards and Grant Thornton International policies and procedures as of 3
August 2007.»
BICPA Audit Review
Furthermore, in September 2007 a review by the Bulgarian Institute of Certified Public Accountants
was conducted in our company and the Council for Control of the Quality of Audit Services reported
its opinion: «The Council has decided to accept the report of the control team and confirms that
the quality of the provided audit services are at a satisfactory level, with no significant
omissions. »
Furthermore, in February 2009 a review by the Bulgarian Institute of Certified Public Accountants was
conducted in our company as a result of which a report of findings has been issued on 27 February
2009. The Council for Control of the Quality of Audit Services has not reported its opinion yet.
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6 Human Resources
Human Resources Department
The HR department is responsible for dealing with issues pertaining to the company’s employees such
as:
 issues involving its staff within the framework of the policy, methodology and procedures
followed by the company as well as compliance with the corresponding regulations in Bulgarian
labor legislation.
 approval and monitoring of the personnel’s annual holiday leaves.
 conducting the prescribed procedures of beginning/ending employment of the personnel
 communicating with the personnel and handling the arising problems
 evaluation of the personnel via engagement appraisals and an annual appraisal
 keeping updated files for personnel with separate files for each employee
 distributing, collecting and keeping in files all documents regarding personnel appraisal
 maintenance of CPD records (continual professional development).
Advancement – Personnel promotion
Ranks of Personnel
The ranks of Grant Thornton’s personnel are the following:
 Partner
 Senior manager
 Manager
 Senior assistant
 Assistant
Evaluation of personnel
The procedure of staff evaluation constitutes a significant element of the efficiency of managerial
performance of the company. It represents a platform for every partner and member of the staff so
that they can be informed about their performance concerning the following issues:
 Basic attributes (personal, professional or client service abilities) that are regarded as those
suitable for their role and level in the company
 Professional objectives set by the responsible manager/senior manager in the beginning of the
reporting period. The objectives shall be directly connected to the objectives defined for the
particular service line.
It also enables both appraisee and appraiser to define the most appropriate objectives for the
forthcoming period that will assist a staff member or a partner to enhance their evaluation concerning
various personal skills.
The evaluation procedure also constitutes a basis for professional development and enables the
appraisees to record their opinions, their role and long term ambitions in the course of their
professional growth.
All the partners and staff members shall have at least one evaluation on annual basis.
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The evaluation procedure involves:
 on annual basis evaluation of every staff member
 upon completion of every project evaluation of the members of the working team by their
respective supervisors - managers, senior managers and partners involved.
Personnel Training
The company’s policy
The personnel’s training is a matter of primary importance to the company. The training is aimed to be
timely and effective. It is carried out also through methods that maximize the benefits for the time and
cost invested. The company fully finances the training programs attended by its personnel.
Preparation and implementation of training programs
The educational needs of every member of personnel are determined according to his/her annual
evaluation and according to the general educational needs defined by the HR Department. The
department examines:
 The needs imposed by the market and the opportunities that arise for new services
 The results of quality controls of previous years (Quality Reviews) either conducted by the
Quality Control Committee, by Grant Thornton International or by BICPA.
 Standards and seminars defined by Bulgarian regulatory authorities.
The result of the aforementioned activities is the centrally designated schedule of seminars and
educational programs that are to be attended by the personnel. The general planning is made by 31
March every year and pertains to the period of the next 12 months as follows:
 Program of inter-corporate seminars conducted by adequately prepared professionals of Grant
Thornton Bulgaria, Grant Thornton International and market executives.
 Seminars held by Grant Thornton International for each service line: assurance, specialist
advisory services, tax and IT services
 Program of long term attendance of professional courses leading to obtaining professional
qualifications such as: trainings of BICPA, ACCA, CIA, CFA, CISA, tax training.
Apart from the aforementioned regular seminars, special seminars also take place both in Bulgaria and
abroad, which are intended for the respective level of executives intercalated executives that are, quite
reasonably, not included in the initial annual schedule.
Our senior staff (partners, senior managers and managers) have participated in the meetings held by
BICPA registered members and the European Auditing and Accounting Committee within GTI.
Mariy Apostolov has participated as a lecturer and a trainee in all of the trainings organized by Grant
Thornton Bulgaria, several trainings organized by Grant Thornton International, trainings organized
for the employees of the National Revenue Agency and in the following training and events organized
by BICPA during 2008:
17.11.2008-18.11.2008 – Congress “Public Supervision and Public Interest”.
Dr. Mariana Mihaylova, who is a chairwoman of the Commission for Professional Training and
Certifying of Candidates for Public Accountants, a member of the Council of Study and Methodology
of BICPA of a member of the Disciplinary Council of BICPA, has participated in the following
trainings and events during 2008:
23.07.2008 – Seminar “Social and Health Insurance 2008”, organized by “Informal Education Center”
27.07.2008-28.07.2008 – Seminar “Planning and Budgeting”, organized by “Diteramb Consult”
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03.09.2008-05.09.2008 – Conference “International Financial Reporting Standards for Small-Medium
Entities”, Denmark, organized by “European Federation of Accountants”
07.11.2008-08.11.2008 – “The Role of the Internal Audit for Corporate Management in the Financial
Sector”, organized by the Bulgarian Institute of Internal Auditors
17.11.2008-18.11.2008 – Congress “Public Supervision and Public Interest”
December 2008 - Seminar “Ethic Code of the Professional Accountants”, organized by BICPA.
HR department is responsible for the successful and effective organization of the seminars, keeping
participation records and evaluation of the programs as well as for keeping the relevant data base,
containing information about the type and hours of the training the personnel received in the prior
periods and the course of their progress in the professional examinations.
Moreover, the HR Department keeps the files and makes available to the personnel all the educational
material it considers necessary (in hard copies or e-form). The objective is to make available the
educational material to all the members of personnel, including those who did not participate in the
programs. Materials are extremely important for reference and application in work practices.
HR Department closely collaborates with the Quality Control Committee and Risk Management
Committee in order to define, designate and constantly improve the quality of seminars and educational
programs.
Continuous Professional Development – CPD
The company’s ability to provide services of high quality to its clients depends on the abilities and
professional level of its partners and other executives. The company expects that all the personnel will
constantly retain a satisfactory professional level while performing their duties.
The total number of training hours in the fiscal year 2008 was higher not only than the compulsory
number of hours required by the International Education Standard for Professional Accountants 7:
Continuing Professional Development: A program for Lifelong Learning and Continuing Development
of Professional Competence, but also the number of hours required by Grant Thornton Ethical Quality
Control Manual – EQCM).
The HR department, through the implementation of its policy, ensures that the objective of an efficient
and timely training of the personnel has been achieved while the department’s operation, and generally,
the aforementioned training policies and procedures are evaluated and controlled through the annual
control plan which is implemented in the company by the Quality Control Committee.
Base for determining the remunerations of the partners
Remunerations of the partners comprise salaries in accordance with labor contracts and dividends
distribution.
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7 Services
Introduction
This chapter provides general information about Grant Thornton Bulgaria services. Services are
addressed to all entities, irrespective of their size or scope of operations, and adjusted to their particular
needs.
All of Grant Thornton departments (Assurance services, Specialist Advisory Services, Tax Consulting,
Public Sector Services and IT Services) have the technical infrastructure and know-how required to
carry out every assignment in the best possible manner.
Assurance services
Grant Thornton audit approach can be characterized as
“3600”, since the “five important points” are interrelated in
order to ensure the quality of the services provided.
Grant Thornton audit approach is “client oriented”:
 The auditor focuses his/her attention not only on
the financial statements but on the company as
such.
 Using our knowledge of the business and taking
into account other services we provide, we
determine the appropriate audit procedures and
sources of audit evidence.
 Using information we obtained while providing
other services to the client in the past, we are able
to offer valuable advice to the client’s
management.
Audit and Certification
The Company provides the following type of assurance services:
 Statutory audit of annual financial statements
 Audit of consolidated financial statements
 Audit of interim financial statements
 Audit of financial statements based on International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
 Review of financial statements
 Agreed upon procedures audit
 Special audits
 Expressing expertise opinion
 Other audits and certifications
Methodology and Tools for audit conduct
Horizon Methodology
The audit methodology of Grant Thornton is called “Horizon”. Though Horizon is a particular
software program, the procedures we apply and the size of assignment we perform vary on client-toclient basis.
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The software program Horizon is a tool which enables Grant Thornton to comply with the
professional standards in effect.
The diagram below depicts the basic “components” of Grant Thornton Horizon:
Understanding the entity and its environment, including internal control

Explorer
“Explorer” is a software package based on Windows. It was created and developed by Grant Thornton
International which owns it as an intellectual property right.
Explorer is used at the stage of audit organization. It facilitates the creation of an audit program
adjusted to the particular needs of every client. Its compatibility with other automated audit systems
ensures in the most economic way the efficiency of the audit and facilitates the maintenance of all the
attached audit files.
auditCARE
It is a software package created by Grant Thornton International in order to record, evaluate and
control internal control systems.
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AuditCARE is designed to implement the internal control methodology within Horizon and enables
the audit team to make a more focused control risk assessment for critical assertions. The auditCARE
process assists the audit team to gain an understanding of the entity’s controls pertinent to reliable
financial reporting. More specifically, auditCARE assists the audit team as they:
 obtain an understanding of the processes that impact financial reporting
 obtain and document an understanding of the controls within such processes that prevent or
detect errors, including fraud
 assess the effectiveness of the design of those controls
 perform tests of controls to evaluate their operating effectiveness
 identify potential control “gaps,” operating deficiencies, and other weaknesses or advisory
comments
Pentana Checker
It is a software package used by the members of the audit team when dealing with companies obliged
to follow the International Financial Reporting Standards.
It includes a checklist of requirements for presentation and disclosure of all the standards and is filled
in by the members of the audit team. Its objective is to ensure the fact that the client’s financial
statements have been prepared in compliance with all the presentation and disclosure requirements
prescribed in International Financial Reporting Standards.
Specialist Advisory Services
Through the wide range of integrated Specialist Advisory Services we identify our clients’ needs and
offer solutions that can be applied immediately and effectively. Within a business world of rapid
development and turbulence, Specialist Advisory Services are becoming increasingly important for the
successful completion and effective implementation of business and corporate strategies.
Grant Thornton Bulgaria Specialist Advisory Services include:
 Business Risk Services
 Transaction Services
 Valuation Services
Business Risk Services
When companies deal with strategies, financial, technological challenges and risks, the Business Risk
Services (BRS) Department of Grant Thornton Bulgaria provides them with integrated value-added
services, which contribute to reinforcing internal control procedures and corporate governance,
implementation of appropriate strategy and development of technological capability. The consulting
and assurance services are divided into the following general categories:
 Internal audit
 Risk assessment
 Operation Improvement
 Business process optimization
 Governance advisory
 Technology Risk [IT audit, analysis & implementation - through Business Technology Office
(BTO)]
 Revenue assurance and cost verification
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Transaction Advisory Services
In today’s international business environment, investment opportunities are constantly increasing and
extending to entities across borders. A successful transaction requires conducting a thorough
assessment of the investment opportunity and the risk associated with it.
Transaction Advisory Services Department of Grant Thornton Bulgaria possesses both the necessary
experience and expertise to monitor a transaction and determine its detailed terms. The services offered
include:
 Financial due diligence
 Agreed upon procedures
 Feasibility review reports
Valuation Services
The process of evaluating an entity or its assets is a complicated one. Selecting a specialized financial
advisor capable of rendering high quality valuation services is the decisive factor in finalizing a
transaction.
The team of Valuation Services of Grant Thornton Bulgaria is in the position to valuate an entity, a
segment as well as tangible or intangible assets. The services offered include:
 Valuations for IFRS purposes
 Purchase Price Allocation
 Valuations for the purposes of Legal and Regulatory Frameworks
 Valuations for other corporate finance purposes (acquisitions, mergers, shareholders’ split)
Tax Consulting
Taxation issues definitely cause one of the biggest problems to every business person because it is
subject to uncertainty and a variety of laws which constantly change. Grant Thornton Bulgaria offers
services focusing on the needs of every particular client.
Tax Department services pertain to Bulgarian and foreign taxation, mergers and acquisitions,
investments and tax planning and finally to the prevention of taxation differences. In particular the
services offered are:
 Tax Advisory
 Tax Planning
 Tax Reviews
 Tax Audits
 Individual Tax Planning
 Utilization of tax incentives granted by development laws
 Tax planning for acquisitions and mergers
Public Sector Services
Grant Thornton Bulgaria provides services for most of the government institutions in Bulgaria. The
services are mainly concentrated in the following areas:
 valuation of the administrative capacity in accordance with predefined requirements
 procedures for valuation and selection of projects, related to programmes of the European
Commission
 verification of accounting procedures and policies, as well as recorded accounting entries in
accordance with predefined criteria
 audit of internal control systems of public sector units and organizations.
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Grant Thornton Bulgaria also provides audit of programs financed by EU funds and international
financial institutions (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, etc.) and trainings of internal auditors of ministries.
IT Services
Grant Thornton offers a wide range of IT services. In addition to the audit of IT systems, we provide
consulting in management of projects related to integration and development of information and
communication solutions, consulting in technology migration, consulting in development of plans and
strategies for business continuity. Other services provided by this department are risk management
related to IT, consulting in implementing of IT system controls, as well as consulting the security of
information and communication solutions. All IT services are performed by highly qualified auditors in
accordance with international standards and regulations.
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8 Financial Performance
Total annual revenues of Grant Thornton Bulgaria for 2008 amount to BGN 6 024 thousand,
compared to BGN 3 103 thousand in 2007.
Annual revenues from services are presented as follows:
31 December 2008
BGN '000

31 December 2007
BGN '000

Audit services

1 225

931

Other services, including
assurance assignments

4 766

2 152

Tax advice
TOTAL

33
6 024

20
3 103
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9 Contacts
Sofia 1421,
26, Cherni vrah Boulevard
T +359 2 980 55 00
F +359 2 980 48 24
E office@gtbulgaria.com
www.gtbulgaria.com

Varna 9000,
4, Paraskeva Nikolay Str., 3rd floor
T +359 52 69 55 44
F +359 52 69 55 33
E office@gtbulgaria.com
www.gtbulgaria.com
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10 Appendix 1: List of Public Interest Entities
According to par. 1, p. 11 of the additional provisions of the Law for Independent Financial Audit
public interest entities are the following:
a) public companies and issuers of securities in the country and in other EU member countries or
European economic area;
b) credit institutions;
c) insurers, reinsurers; health security and pension security company;
d) companies providing electricity and heating power;
e) companies importing, transmit and distribute natural gas;
f) water supply, sewerage and telecommunication companies;
g) Bulgarian Railway Company (BDZ);
h) companies exceeding 2 of the following criteria:
- net carrying amount of assets as at 31 December – BGN 84 000 000
- net sales revenue for the year – BGN 97 500 000;
- average number of employees – 250 people.
The list of our statutory audit clients in the fiscal year 2008 that are public interest entities is presented
below. The services offered involved audit of the annual financial statements and review of the six
month financial statements when required.

1.
2.

Company name
Assenova krepost AD
Balkan and Sea Properties REIT

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Bulgaria Air AD
Capital Management SIPC
CCB Real Estate Fund REIT
Chimimport AD
Holding Varna AD
Oil and Gas Exploration and Production AD

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Orchid Developments Group Ltd.
Parahodstvo Balgarsko Rechno Plavane AD
POAD CCB SILA
POD Lukoil Garant Bulgaria AD
POK Saglasie AD
Sila Holding AD
Sparky AD
Sparky Eltos AD
ZAD Armeec
Zarneni hrani Bulgaria AD
ZEAD CCB Life
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Description
Listed on BSE Sofia
Listed on BSE Sofia
Exceeds the criteria of p. 11 of
LIFA
Listed on BSE Sofia
Listed on BSE Sofia
Listed on BSE Sofia
Listed on BSE Sofia
Listed on BSE Sofia
Listed on AIM on London
Stock Exchange
Listed on BSE Sofia
Pension security
Pension security
Pension security
Listed on BSE Sofia
Listed on BSE Sofia
Listed on BSE Sofia
Insurer
Listed on BSE Sofia
Insurer

